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How To Have Great Meetings
■

■

Use “Huddles” for day to day production and task management. These are short
and best kept to people directly involved.
Use “Meetings” for big picture, strategic topics. Everyone is involved.

Here are some rules that will help you love your meetings:
Rule #1:

Everyone Is Invited

Anyone doing work in your company needs to be invited into the conversation. They know things about
your business that you may not know. You want them there and yes, you must pay people for their time.

Rule #2:

Create an Agenda

An agenda written in advance and delivered with enough warning can:
■
■
■
■

Help people be prepared.
Allow people to know what will and what will not be discussed.
Keep people on task.
Allow people to decide what is relevant to the group for addition to the agenda.

Contents of your Agenda
■ Review of the agenda, questions regarding past meeting minutes, action items, new business,
information share, next meeting plans, and a meeting evaluation.
■

■

Prepare an agenda. Announce that a meeting agenda is being compiled a week prior to the
meeting and ask for contributions. Deliver a ﬁrst draft a day later. Give 24-48 hours for revision
or additions. Put out a ﬁnal agenda no later than 48 hours before a meeting. Post it, email it,
hand it out. Make sure that everyone sees the agenda before the meeting.
Stick to the agenda. This habit eliminates oﬀ-topic venting and gossip. When items come up
between meetings, develop the habit of saying, “Put it on the next agenda.” This helps people
think about what they want to add and better yet what they don’t want to add. If it wasn’t serious
enough for the agenda it will not be discussed. And if you are the team leader, it will help keep
you and your checklist from a running roughshod over your fellow meeting members.

A hint: the team leader should not prepare the agenda. Generally, you will have many of your own agenda items
for the meeting. So to make it more democratic, have someone else compile the agenda.
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Rule #3: Assign, delegate, or rotate the following meeting roles:
■

The Facilitator

Develops the agenda (with input from everyone). Notiﬁes people of changes to the agenda. Handles
meeting logistics. Leads the meeting. Ensures accomplishment of outcomes. Manages the discussion.
Contains tangents. Summarizes the information and calls for action.
■

The Recorder

Keeps minutes. Keeps list of commitments and action items. Maintains other team records. Circulates
minutes after meeting. Notiﬁes people of changes to minutes.
■

The Moderator

Pays attention to group dynamics. Reminds participants to use discussion skills. Ensures a balance of
participation. Calls on people in turn. Keeps time. Conducts evaluation of the meeting.
Rules of thumb:
Create weigh-in by rotating roles amongst meeting membership. Include the upcoming assignment of the roles
in each agenda and meeting minutes. It is acceptable to start this habit by asking for volunteers but eventually
every team member should rotate through the roles. That’s buy-in in action.
The team leader should not be assigned these roles. Let the other team members lead and moderate you.

Rule #4: Take minutes
■

■

■

Minutes just have to be good enough for someone missing the meeting to get the salient points.
Most importantly, the team needs a reminder of what decisions and commitments were made.
A ﬁrst draft must be delivered – posted, handed out, e mailed to everyone – no later than 24 hours
afterthe meeting. Give 24-48 hours for revisions or additions. Keep a permanent binder for meeting
minutes that everyone has access to.
A great meeting is one where the moderator asks you to listen so that others can talk. They are
starting to love their meetings!
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Rule #5: Evaluate your meetings.
■

■

Even if you spend only the last 5 minutes of each meeting doing this, it is the surest way to improve
your meetings while building trust and honesty about what your team likes and doesn’t like about its
own meetings. It is the time you spend to improve and make meeting time more constructive and
valuable.
Hint: Let the moderator lead this discussion not the team leader. People can be intimidated by the
boss asking if they liked her meeting. As the team leader you can feel free to oﬀer an opinion, but
delegate or rotate the moderator role.

Rule #6: Create meeting norms.
These are the rules that are agreed to that provide the atmosphere your team wants at their meetings.
There is no better way to get everyone engaged than to create and enforce team norms. Here are some
sample meeting norms:
1. Start and end on time. (What is the time, day and length of each meeting?)
2.. Prepare an agenda prior to each meeting. (Who will do it? When will the agenda be delivered?
How do we add to the agenda?)
3. Keep minutes of each meeting (How and by who will this be accomplished?)
4. Encourage discussion and a diversity of opinions. (What skills do we need to become good at this?)
5. Contain tangents. Speak one person at a time. (How can we protect this? Should we have a
“speaking baton”?)
6. Listen without judgment. Be kind.
7. Evaluate the quality of each meeting. (How can we make our meetings better?)
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